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Perfect for the handbag or the desktop, these three colorful notebooks feature foil-stamped covers

and vintage-inspired interiors. The entire package is bound together with baker's twine.
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These notebooks are great! They are beautiful and so well made. With 3 different cover designs, the

cover material is somewhat textured and the "Notebook" font on the front is lightly embossed printed

in gold ink. The inside cover is also printed in gold ink with a lovely pattern. O the inside it has lined

pages with gold print. These are almost too beautiful to write in! They would make great gifts!

Love the patterns but the quality isn't that great, the cover must be bent over the back to write and it

will eventually ruin the cover :(Very cute set, but the pages are also a tad thin. It's a little overpriced

for what it is. I would suggest the Kate Spade journals instead.

I bought these on a whim and I love them. They are so pretty! I started the first one as a diary and I

write in it all the time. The paper is good quality and it tears out nicely, which is convenient. Love

them!!

These are thin and perfect for slipping into something. They are only 1/4" thick or so and just

perfect.I'm not really the type to fill up a large journal. Don't you want a smaller one that you can

start and not finish, and not feel as guilty over all the wasted pages?!All kidding aside, these are

BEAUTIFUL (Gift quality). They make you happy just owning them.Try using one of these instead of



an ugly little notepad by the phone!

Very beautiful, high-quality notebooks with textured covers. They are pretty thin, so keep that in

mind when purchasing. I converted one of mine to a weekly planner by drawing in lines and adding

dates.

This product is GORGEOUS! I am hiding it from my daughters because I know they will want the

two books I'm not yet using. I bought this so I can start a gardening journal and it is perfect. I love

the gold lines on the pages and the cover. The only fault, for my purpose, is that I doubt this will

wipe off easily if I get any dirt on it. So I'm being sure to not take notes while actually gardening or

near my gardens, but instead write my notes at the kitchen table when I'm done for the day. I also

prefer pages that are perforated so that I can rip sheets out in case of a mistake or for any purpose.

The way this journal is bound, I suspect the pages will fall apart/out if I did that. But I am still in

LOVE!

These notebooks are beautiful. I absolutely love Rifle Paper Co. designs and the prints included on

these notebooks are both beautiful and stay within the same color tone range (tones of mint/aqua,

pink and coral) so they can be use separately or as a set, however you want (I use one for a day to

day to-do list notebook, and another for church, the third is waiting for something good to fill it with).

The insides are lined (in a gold tone) and have a small floral design at the top, which is pretty, not

my personal preference (I actually like blank notebooks), but still nice, and the beauty of the

notebooks themselves outweigh any grievances I have with the inside. If you love Rifle Paper Co.

these are totally worth it.

Lovely gift for someone who likes Anna Bond's illustrations or just someone who'd appreciate a

pretty notebook set. Each page is decorated with a pretty muted gold motif and lined with the same

color. Only wish there were more pages total. The red stitched binding is a nice touch as well, so I

guess they can't do too many pages with a delicate binding like that.
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